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It takes some doing for a government-supported organization to change 
its culture enough to whole-heartedly adopt a way of doing business that 
puts the customer first. When it does so in the midst of organizational 
changes and funding challenges—and in a way that significantly 
improves business results—the accomplishment is even more impressive.

The organization that made this type of change is Navy 
Morale, Welfare, and Recreation (MWR), which provides 
quality-of-life and recreation programs to active-duty military 
personnel, reservists, military retirees, and their families on 
97 naval installations around the world. The initiative that 
is fundamentally impacting this organization is the Center of 
Excellence (COE).

A few statistics highlight the business impact of this initiative so 
far:

•	 From 2001 to 2003, the cost per person served at Naval 
Support Activity (NSA) Mid-South MWR declined from $9 to 
$7, while participation in MWR programs increased 8 percent.

•	 Net income before depreciation at the same base went from a 
loss of $250,000 in 2000 to a gain of $226,000 for the first five 
months of 2004.

•	 Mid-South’s employee turnover declined from 60 percent in 
2000 to less than 30 percent in 2003.

There will always be hard-to-quantify external factors that can 
affect results like these. Employee turnover, for example, usually 
goes down when jobs are scarce. Nevertheless, these figures, and 
others like them, demonstrate that MWR business units that 
have adopted the Center of Excellence philosophy have been able 
to attract more participants while not increasing—and, in many 
cases, decreasing—their costs of doing business.

Despite declining levels of appropriated funding, MWR has 
developed a business model that is succeeding by delivering 
quality programs and services that give customers what they ask 
for at a cost they are willing to pay. Even though MWR has not 
yet achieved these results throughout the Navy, they are worth 
serious consideration by any organization that finds itself under 
pressure to improve customer service and wean itself from outside 
funding.

How has the Center of Excellence managed to create a sustainable 
service culture? After all, it’s one thing for employees to “focus on 
the customer,” but another thing altogether to produce systemic 
changes that improve the customer’s experience and eventually 
transform the organization itself—and do it within the context of 
constrained funding realities.
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Key to the success of this initiative is an approach 
that:

•	 Generates employee excitement about making 
improvements that will please the customer

•	 Builds an internal structure to support and 
measure these improvements

•	 Prepares leaders to make the customer central 
to all the work they do

Bad News/Good News
Few organizations—or individuals, for that 
matter—voluntarily lay themselves open to the 
seismic upheavals a change can bring. There almost 
always has to be some external pressure—some 
pain—that makes people willing to let go of old 
practices and try something different. This was the 
case for the two bases that first adopted the Center 
of Excellence. To varying degrees, each organization 
gained support for the initiative by positioning it as 
the strategy that could keep them in business.

MWR in the 1990s was itself in transition. Like many 
other government agencies, it was feeling pressure 
to tighten its belt. Efforts to secure appropriations, 
always somewhat unpredictable, were growing more 
difficult. Funding levels for Category A and B activities 
(see box) were declining. People were starting to ask—
out loud—why MWR should maintain operations like 
fitness centers, leisure travel agencies, and outdoor 
recreation programs. Wouldn’t it be more cost-effective 
for outside vendors to supply these services? Couldn’t 
they do a better job?

As appropriated funds continued to shrink, MWR 
leaders looked to the future and realized that the 
activities might have to survive on their own. 
In other words, MWR would have to look to its 
customers—Sailors, their families, retirees, and 
other authorized patrons—for increased support.

Unfortunately, the chances that this support 
would be forthcoming didn’t look good. Customer 
surveys revealed that MWR wasn’t nearly as good 
at customer service as it thought it was. Many 
customers, in fact, were drifting away.

In the past, MWR had gone through tough times, 
but the likelihood of not surviving was unthinkable. 

HOW MWR ACTIVITIES  ARE FUNDED

mWr activities receive funding according to the  
following formula—at least in theory.

Category A activities (mission-critical programs 
like fitness and fleet services for sailors stationed on 
ships) are to be funded 100 percent through funds 
appropriated by Congress.

Category B activities (community support programs 
like child and youth development, and some  
recreation activities) are funded through a  
combination of appropriated and non-appropriated 
funds, i.e., money spent at the navy exchange and 
other mWr activities.

Category C activities (golf, special events, food and 
beverage operations, bowling, catering) are self-
funded.

In the late ’90s, however, resources were stretched 
to the breaking point, so it seemed like a real 
possibility.

Naval Station Great Lakes, the first base to 
adopt the Center of Excellence philosophy, was not 
affected by the base closings and regionalization 
that created so much turmoil in other parts of 
the Navy. Still, Jerry Hieb, MWR director there, 
felt his organization had grown a little flat. “If we 
were going to do a better job of connecting with 
customers, we needed something to light up our 
staff,” he said. “Since Great Lakes is where Sailors 
start their Navy careers, I figured if we could give 
them a really good experience here, they’d stick 
with MWR activities when they moved on.”

NSA Mid-South, on the other hand, wasn’t so 
fortunate. Because of base realignments and 
closings, it lost its aviation schools in 1994, which 
reduced its military population from 15,000 to 500. 
Eventually, the addition of the Navy Personnel and 
Recruiting commands increased this population, 
but only by 2,000. In the end, NSA Mid-South 
was left with a new customer base that was much 
smaller (down from 15,000 to 2,500), older (average 
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age up from 21 to 43), and, with more disposable 
income, less dependent on low-cost MWR 
activities.

These changes had a devastating impact:

•	 The activities that had been popular with a 
younger, less affluent group of Sailors were  
ignored by the older clientele. While people  
still ate lunch at the food and beverage  
facility, MWR activities didn’t tempt them to 
stick around after 5 p.m., when most of them left 
the base and went home.

•	 Traditional sources of funding for MWR  
activities vanished. Navy Exchange profits went 
from approximately $1 million to zero, as did the 
operating subsidy from the major claimant.

•	 As participation in MWR activities plummeted, 
many staff members either retired or were  
terminated.

It became clear that for MWR NSA Mid-South to 
survive, it needed a new business strategy, one that 
could operate within these funding constraints and 
still come up with ways to serve its new customers.

Although NSA Mid-South’s situation was extreme, 
MWR leaders realized that, to a lesser extent, the 
same things were happening at other bases—and 
that in the years ahead the situation could become 
even more challenging.

It became evident that MWR’s future depended 
on forging a strong relationship with its customers, 
and in 1999 it set a goal of becoming a best-in-class 
service leader.

MWR had to offer activities and levels of service 
good enough to create a customer base that was 
not just satisfied, but loyal. To achieve this goal, 
MWR operations would not only have to improve 
service, it would have to change its culture. Said 
Tom McFadden, deputy director Navy MWR, “We 
needed to create a passion for serving the customer, 
with a system that allowed us to persevere, to 
maintain a customer focus.”

Loyal Customers: A Valuable Business Asset
Although MWR leadership saw its focus on service 
in terms of improving customers’ experiences, it 
also realized that by developing a loyal customer 
base MWR would be creating a valuable business 
asset. How valuable? According to Frederick F. 
Reichheld, author of The Loyalty Effect and Loyalty 
Rules: How Today’s Leaders Build Lasting Relationships 
and a leading thinker in this field, “Companies in 
some industries can boost profits by almost 100 
percent by retaining just 5 percent more of their 
customers.” The company that has developed a loyal 
following “can charge a premium for the customer’s 
confidence in the business.” Long-time customers 
also provide free advertising by talking about their 
experiences.1

The Employee-Customer Reconnection
Creating a loyal customer base required, first of all, 
a workforce with customer service skills and the 
commitment to use them. In 1999, MWR rolled out 
Star Service to 18,500 employees and supervisors 
in the field (see box). By showing each employee 
that he or she really makes a difference, Star Service 

EMPOWERING EMPLOYEES WITH  
STAR SERVICE TRAINING

star service teaches the skills and awareness 
that go into creating positive customer 
experiences. Frontline employees learn 
how to listen to customers, appreciate the 
customer’s point of view, avoid getting 
“hooked,” and recover from a negative 
experience to create a customer who is 
not just satisfied, but loyal. the training 
is supported by sessions to enhance the 
ability of managers and supervisors to 
engage and motivate their employees, and 
to demonstrate the leadership qualities that 
encourage others to work together towards 
a common goal.

1 Frederick F. reichheld and W. sasser, “Zero defections: Quality Comes to services,” harvard business review, January/February 1990.
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training created a MWR workforce with a real 
passion for service excellence. This passion became 
the engine that transformed a bureaucratic way 
of doing business into a customer-focused service 
culture.

MWR leaders realized if the frontline employees 
didn’t get on the bandwagon from the start, the 
bandwagon wouldn’t go anywhere. As Reichheld 
put it, “... while the financial benefits are most 
obvious from customer loyalty, for a leader to do 
something about it, to actually take action, the place 
they need to start is with employees. It is through 
their employees that leaders are going to change the 
customers’ experience.” (emphasis added) 2

Star Service—based not on “smiling” skills, but on 
enabling the employee to take responsibility for 
managing each customer experience— included 
training in how to handle customer complaints. 
According to research by TARP, a respected 
innovator in the measurement of customer 
satisfaction and loyalty, 50 percent of all complaints 
are directed at frontline employees—versus the 
1 percent to 5 percent that customers escalate to 
managers. When frontline employees are trained 
and empowered to take quick action themselves, 
research shows that 95 percent of the complaining 
customers will continue to patronize the 
organization.3

TARP also found that customers who have their 
complaints resolved to their satisfaction are 8 
percent more loyal than if they had no problem at 
all.

Skilled Employees Make It Happen
The Star Service training was an immediate hit and 
a big morale-booster with frontline employees. 
At a time of tight budgets and reductions in force, 
employees viewed the training as evidence that 
MWR valued them as an important asset worth 
developing. It also created a much more positive 
work environment.

Research has shown that a positive environment, a 
sense of having control over their work, and a feeling 
of being valued do more to retain employees than 
a higher salary. And from the organization’s point 
of view, the business impact of retaining employees 
is well documented: reduced hiring costs, higher 
productivity, less training and supervision, and 
improved customer experiences.

Furthermore, high turnover is a major contributor 
to poor service. According to Timothy Hinkin, 
professor of management organization, human 
resources, and law at the Cornell University School 
of Hotel Administration, “Turnover, perhaps 
more than any other factor, seems to contribute 
to a reduction in service quality and a sense of 
burnout, particularly for frontline supervisors 
who are constantly involved in firefighting when 
their departments are staffed with inexperienced 
employees.”5

But doesn’t higher employee retention increase 
labor costs? Mid-South’s MWR found that 
labor costs did increase in the short run, due to 
the comparatively higher salaries of employees 
with more seniority. However, over time these 
experienced personnel produced financial savings: 
lower training costs, less required supervision, and 
more repeat business from customers who liked 
being served by experienced employees (see chart, 
next page).

HOW MUCH IS A CUSTOMER WORTH?

the owner of five domino’s Pizza stores in  
maryland calculated that a regular customer 
bought $5,000 worth of pizza over the life 
of a 10-year franchise contract. the owner 
made sure every order-taker, delivery per-
son, and store manager knew that number. 
For him, telling workers that customers were 
valuable was not nearly as potent as stating 
the dollar amount.4

2 William C. Finnie, and robert m. randall, “loyalty as a Philosophy and 
strategy: an interview with Frederick F. reichheld,” strategy & leadership 
Vol. 30, no. 2 : 25-31. 2002.
3 John Goodman, “basic Facts on Customer Complaint behavior and the 
impact of service on the bottom line,” Competitive advantage June 1999.

4 reichheld, 1990, op. cit.
5 Frederick reichheld, op. cit. 1990
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Furthermore, the return on investment in people 
development is higher than many realize. The 
University of Pennsylvania studied 3,000 companies 
to compare the return on an investment of 10 
percent of revenues in capital improvements versus 
an investment in developing people.6

The result (see chart, next page):

•	 The ROI in capital improvements was 3.9  
percent.

•	 The ROI in developing people was 8.5 percent.

Impact of the Training
Star Service training produced a real “high” for 
customers and employees alike. Everyone seemed to 
notice immediate positive changes:

•	 “I overheard a customer apologize to a waiter 
for not having money for a tip. ‘That’s OK,’ the 
waiter said. ‘It’s not about the tip. It’s about  
taking care of the customer.’”

•	 “When an angry parent walked into the Youth 
Center and let an employee have it for no 
reason, the employee used the training concepts 
to keep her cool and help the parent calm down. 

‘I understand how you feel,’ she said to the 
parent. ‘I have three children myself and some 
days they drive me crazy.’”

•	 “It’s nice to come to a place that is warm and 
friendly and where you are always greeted with a 
smile.”

Even the training facilitators were excited about 
what they were seeing. Said one trainer, “I love 
observing the reactions of the skeptics when they 
realize that these skills actually work!”

The Next Step: Center of Excellence
On their own, employees cannot create a sustained 
customer-service culture, no matter how skilled or 
enthusiastic they are, or how willing to “go the extra 
mile” to “wow” the customer. If an organization 
aspires to be a best-in-class service leader, it must 
have strategies for (1) capturing customer feedback, 
(2) using it to improve the processes that contribute 
to moments of truth, (3) measuring the results 
of these improvements, and (4) sustaining the 
momentum.
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6 John byrne, “how to lead now,” Fast Company, august 2003
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These are all embodied in MWR’s Center of 
Excellence, a rigorous process for MWR field 
organizations that decide to commit themselves to 
it. Naval Station Great Lakes and NSA Mid-South 
were the first participants; by now the Center of 
Excellence philosophy and components have been 
integrated into more than half their business units. 
In addition, COE initiatives are under way at 29 
other locations worldwide.

There are five key components in a Center of 
Excellence (see box, right). The Center of Excellence 
philosophy spells out exactly what an MWR 
business unit must commit to:

•	 Become a customer service driven organization

•	 Involve employees at all levels in the Center of 
Excellence process

•	 Train and develop employees in the philosophy 
and skills of service excellence

•	 Use actionable data for decision making to  
proactively manage the customer experience

•	 Reward and recognize behaviors and actions that 
support service excellence

•	 Communicate and market success stories and 
best practices

To keep the focus on improvements that make 
a difference to the customer, COE leaders select 
service delivery processes, or cycles, with the 

potential to substantially improve their customers’ 
experience and at the same time help meet MWR’s 
business objectives. A service cycle includes all the 
experiences a customer goes through with an MWR 
facility to satisfy a given need—playing a round of 
golf, for example, or eating a meal at the club. Using 
customer feedback, employees examine each of 
these experiences, or “moments of truth,” to see 
how they can be improved.

Increase in Productivity

Investment in Capital Investment in People

10.00%

0.00%

2.00%

4.00%

6.00%
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COE 5 Key Components
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CASE IN POINT: THE GOLF CLUB AT NSA MID-SOUTH

The story of how this facility was transformed into a Center of Excellence sheds light on how the process 
works—thanks in large part to Ronnie Miles, NSA Mid-South MWR director, who collects a lot of hard 
data, uses it to chart progress and make decisions, and encourages others to do the same.

In 2001, the golf course became the first NSA Mid-South MWR activity to undertake the Center of 
Excellence. The golf course was selected because in the past it had been a big money-maker, supporting 
other MWR activities on the base.

In 1999, however, the golf course closed for a major renovation and did not open again until August 2000. 
By that time, many former customers had found other places to play. To make matters worse, there were 
such serious problems with the new greens that the course had to close a second time in July 2001.

Two months later came 9/11. Although the course was not within the secured perimeter of the NSA  
Mid-South base, many non-military customers assumed it was and stopped using the course.

NSA Mid-South MWR faced the dual challenge of regaining customer confidence, and letting old and 
new customers know the course was accessible. It decided to use the Center of Excellence initiative as 
the vehicle for meeting these challenges. Said an MWR employee, “We used to say that if the Center of 
Excellence process could produce results at NSA Mid-South, it could work anywhere.”

Service calls to course patrons identified 95 complaints or requests that MWR could do something about. 
They included issues both large and small:

•	 Inadequate signage directing players to the clubhouse entrance

•	 New rakes needed for sand traps

•	 Worn hitting areas on the driving range

•	 No hitting green for practicing approach shots

•	 No place for golfers to clean their shoes and cleats before entering the clubhouse

•	 Not returning phone calls (This was one of the few complaints related to human behavior, perhaps  
because employees had been through Star Service training before the service calls were made.)

A service improvement team was formed to deal with each of these issues. As they were resolved, 
participation slowly began to build.

To spread the word about course availability, MWR, prohibited by law from commercial advertising, 
took out ads in the base paper and trusted that some copies would find their way into the community. 
More importantly it worked with the Professional Golfers Association (PGA) to increase the visibility 
of its operations. The facility hosted a qualifying round for the FedEx Golf Classic and contacted local 
corporations to invite them to play the course.

Results: Before the course had closed for renovation in 1999, it was averaging 26,000 rounds of golf a year. 
Upon reopening, patronage was dramatically lower. By 2003, having gone through the Center of Excellence 
process, the golf course had increased the number of rounds per year to 33,700—almost 8,000 above its 
pre-closing high. Moreover, overall profits (before depreciation) from the entire golfing operation (the 
course, the pro shop, and the food and beverage facility, which became a Center of Excellence in 2002), had 
increased from less than $10,000 in 2001 to almost $190,000 in 2003.
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CASE IN POINT: NAVAL STATION GREAT LAKES ENLISTED ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

In a six-week period in early spring of 2004, a service improvement team made a series of no- or low- 
cost improvements that boosted revenues 17 percent in one month. “Because we had specific customer 
feedback,” said one team member, “we knew where to focus our energies to get the biggest bang for what 
few bucks we had.”

Working from customer feedback, here’s what they did:

•	 Team members praised the staff for getting high marks for service from customers.

•	 They focused on marketing, using some unorthodox marketing methods. Each manager committed to 
spending 30 minutes every day on marketing, telling customers about upcoming events, developing fliers, 
talking about the club with people from other parts of the base. They posted menus outside the club and 
around the base.

•	 They responded to several customer food requests:

 – They added fried chicken and fried fish to the menu.

 – They offered potato chips as an alternative to fries.

 – In response to several customers, they “brought back” the hot dogs they had discontinued earlier.

 – They provided additional pizza toppings. (“Actually,” said Tiffany Johnson, MWR employment 
development manager, “we already had the toppings they wanted. We just hadn’t advertised them.”)

 – They put up a sign offering customers the option of having their sandwich buns toasted.

The result? Revenues jumped from $26,000 for March to $31,000 for April. The cost per person served 
has been trending down from $4.78 in December (when many Sailors were away) to $4.31 in April.

CASE IN POINT: NAVAL STATION GREAT LAKES FITNESS CENTER

The fitness center increased revenues 11 percent, from $3,200 in March to $3,500 in April. Paying 
attention to what customers were saying made the difference.

•	 They fine-tuned the schedule of aerobics classes to make it more convenient for the customer.

•	 They changed the stock of drinks, etc., to reflect customer preferences.

•	 They added a yoga class.

•	 They made massage therapy available a few days a week.

Because customers pay for these activities, increased participation meant added revenues.

Sometimes it is impossible to give customers exactly what they want. When Naval Station Great Lakes 
Fitness Club members said that a new indoor running track was a must-have, planners knew there would 
be no space in the new facility. Acknowledging its importance to customers, however, MWR created an 
alternative: more treadmills positioned to look out a window, with individual TV sets and headphones.  
So far there have been no complaints.

“This is another advantage of loyal customers,” says Jerry Hieb, Great Lakes MWR director. “They 
understand you’re doing your best for them and will stick with you.”
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One of the first decisions local MWR leaders face 
is which business unit to put through the Center 
of Excellence process. Frequent choices include an 
operation with potential for substantial future 
growth, a key income-generating activity whose 
performance has slipped, or a program with a facility 
that is about to be built or renovated.

The next step is to collect information from 
customers concerning what they like and don’t like 
about the product and service. Specially trained 
employees make service calls in which they focus 
on getting “actionable data”—specific information 
teams can do something about—concerning both 
positive and negative moments of truth.

When the feedback suggests the need for 
improvement in a process, a cross-functional team 
of employees, managers, customers, and other 
stakeholders of that process is formed to analyze 
the data. The team then puts together a service 
improvement plan that will solidify the positives 
and remove the negatives that emerged from the 
customer feedback.

Each problem identified by customers remains on 
the plan until it is taken care of. A missing light or 
broken rake may be rectified right away while others 
may be folded into larger projects. For example, 
the improvement team for a fitness center worked 
with the architects who were designing a remodel 
of the facility. The team used the feedback they had 
collected to influence the plans.

A COE leader remains ultimately responsible for 
selecting and prioritizing improvements in ways 
that help achieve MWR’s business objectives. Most 
business objectives these days have to do with 
increasing revenues and reducing costs. Thanks to a 
wealth of specific customer feedback, leaders know 
which improvements are likely to have the biggest 
payoff for customers.

This combination of employee involvement 
and leadership support has produced a series of 
improvements that not only increase customer 
satisfaction, but contribute to bottom-line results 
directly and indirectly (see box).

What Teams Learn When They Collect Customer 
Feedback
When NSA Mid-South MWR first queried 
customers about eating lunch at the Helmsman’s 
Club, their primary concerns were about the food 
and the people (service) (see chart, next page).

Five months later, customer feedback revealed 
that customers found the food and service much 

SOME CYCLE OF SERVICE TEAM  
IMPROVEMENTS

•	 the revenues from the bowling alley 
and related food and beverage service 
at mayport mWr have exceeded 
costs for the first time in 12 years, 
thanks to a series of improvements 
requested by customers. among them: 
an hVaC upgrade, reconditioned 
lanes, new prices for renting shoes and 
games, lower-priced combo meals, 
and marketing efforts to attract players 
during off-hours. the facility will use 
its “profits” to redesign the snack bar in 
response to customer feedback.

•	 in response to feedback about long 
ticket lines, the showboat theater at 
sasebo developed a “screen saver” 
ticket that customers can purchase in 
advance; it’s offered at a discount and 
is good for several showings. When 
customers said they didn’t like the 
taste of the popcorn, a team did some 
research and replaced the cooking oil. 
result: ticket sales are up 23 percent, 
and popcorn sales doubled.
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improved. Interestingly, these improvements 
apparently caused customers to look more critically 
at other aspects of their experience, i.e., the facility 
itself.

The Role of Leaders
A key aspect of Center of Excellence is the 
development of leaders with the collaborative 
skills to work with improvement teams, the vision 
that can inspire their employees to make the link 
between service excellence and MWR’s business 
goals, and the inventiveness to pursue their goals 
while remaining flexible.

The responsibilities of Center of Excellence leaders 
require them to know how to:

•	 Put the customer at the center of their decision-
making process, which means keeping customer 
feedback up to date and using it to make 
decisions. It also means setting an example by 
sharing this decision-making process with your 
employees.

•	 Make tough choices among improvement  
opportunities when funding is limited, and 
communicate those choices to their employees 
without affecting their morale.

•	 Work with the improvement teams to keep their 
motivation high and their efforts focused on  
improvements that will make the biggest  
difference to the customer.

•	 Encourage their employees to take  
responsibility for solving customer problems 
themselves. Empowered employees mean there 
is no need to pay outside contractors to do the 
job.

•	 Hear negative feedback without getting  
defensive. “To employees, negative feedback isn’t 
that big a deal,” said Ronnie Miles, NSA Mid-
South MWR director. “Since they’re out there 
with customers, they hear it all the time. It’s a 
different story for managers, who aren’t on the 
front lines. Fortunately, the Center of  
Excellence leadership training helped managers 

Product Facility People Price/Value Other Comments
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accept negative feedback as an opportunity to 
identify needed improvement.”

•	 Recognize and reward the behaviors of their  
employees that demonstrate a concern for the 
customer and a commitment to improvements 
that will delight the customer. As Reichheld 
puts it, “Basing rewards on [keeping customers] 
creates a positive atmosphere. … Encouraging 
employees to solve problems and eliminate the 
source of complaints allows them to be ‘nice,’ 
and customers treat them better in return. … 
People enjoy their work more. Not just  
customers, but also employees will want to  
continue their relationship with the  
(organization.)”7

Measurement
A key component of Center of Excellence is 
measurement—primarily measurement of customer 
satisfaction and the degree to which it contributes 
to a viable MWR business unit.

Linking customer satisfaction to business success is 
not always easy or straightforward—especially given 
the different patterns of funding among the three 
classes of MWR activities. The measure MWR uses8 
to determine overall business success is “cost per 
person served.”

The following chart shows an increase in both 
productivity and participation in selected MWR 
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7 Frederick Reichheld, op. cit. 1990
8 ronnie miles, mWr nsa mid-south, has put a great deal of thought into developing metrics that will work for mWr’s unique 
mix of programs. he regularly collects a variety of data to document progress and, for this reason, nsa mid-south Center of 
Excellence results tend to be somewhat over-represented here.
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NSA Mid-South activities between 2000 and 2003.

The cost-per-person-served metric is affected by 
outside factors, such as times when Sailors leave 
the base yet the facility must remain open. Still, 
it’s a useful metric to help leaders keep staffing and 
participation in balance. And, because it’s a simple 
number that everyone can understand, it’s a quick 
way of letting employees know how they are doing.

Both employees and managers have a role to 
play in the overall goal of reducing this figure. 
Employees are responsible for delighting the 
customer, and thereby increasing customer loyalty 
and participation. Managers are responsible for 
analyzing customer data, monitoring the process, 
and finding ways to make the most of existing 
resources.

In most organizations, there are usually 
opportunities for enhancing productivity. If, for 
example, there is a baseline cost for opening a 
kitchen at a food and beverage facility, the challenge 
becomes one of providing the kind of food and 
service that will attract more customers and keep 
the cost per customer down.

Lessons Learned
Here are some inside tips from people who have 
made a commitment to the Center of Excellence 
payoff.

1. Keep the initial focus on improvements that benefit 
customers, rather than on correcting internal 
processes. Customer appreciation will motivate 
employees and create excitement in the larger 
organization. Internal processes can be complicated 
and the impact of improvements may not be very 
noticeable. Furthermore, improving an internal 
process can push so many hot buttons that no one is 
willing to change anything. How can you know what 
improvements customers really want? Only from 
the feedback you’ve collected from them, not what 
you think they want or should want.

2. Focus on serving the customer—not on who’s to 
blame. Cross-functional teams can avoid arguing 
about turf issues if they keep asking themselves, 
“What do customers want? How can we give it to 
them?”

3. Nurture the commitment of frontline employees. 
It’s the engine of improvement. Be generous with 
recognition and rewards. Share information about 
results, positive and negative. Make sure employees 
have plenty of opportunities to understand 
moments of truth from the customer’s point of 
view. Let them see how important they are to these 
moments.

4. Collect actionable feedback. Train interviewers to 
probe for specifics: what customers do and don’t 
like, and what can be done about it. Share this 
feedback with employees, and use it to help them 
see the need to change their performance and 
behavior. Avoid feedback that’s personal.

Activity Cost Per Person Served Change in Participation
2002 2003 2002-2003

Fitness Center $3.50 $3 0%
Club $14 $10 +9%
Golf $9.50 $6.50 +33%
Conference Center $3.10 (2001) $2.10 +73%
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5. Don’t forget the things customers already like. 
Although improvement efforts concentrate on 
customer complaints, make sure employees know 
the things customers comment on positively—first, 
to provide some morale boosting, and second, to 
make sure everyone knows these are important 
behaviors and should be preserved.

6. Plan the implementation ahead of time. Make 
sure you have thought through kickoff meetings, 
management support, train-the-trainer, and other 
tasks required to make the roll-out go smoothly.

7. Don’t expect miracles or overnight success. 

8. The Center of Excellence can’t always overcome 
conditions that prevent profitability, nor do 
measurable results come quickly. Naval Station 
Great Lakes MWR made the commitment to Center 
of Excellence in 1999 and only in 2004 is it seeing 
results.

The Future
The Navy shore installations, under intensive 
analysis since 1997,  have emerged as a new entity, 
Commander Navy Installation (CNI), that includes 
MWR. This new organization consolidates eight to 
12 major commands into one.

John B. Baker, director of personnel support, CNI, 
sees a strong future for organizations with a service-
oriented culture. “I’ve always thought if you take 
care of the customer,” he says, “the money will 
follow.”

Baker sees a focus on the customer as the logical 
starting point for all improvement efforts. 
“Our organization’s basic mission is to improve 
customers’ morale, physical readiness, life skills, 
and mental capabilities to deal with daily living, 
while sustaining military traditions,” he says. “That’s 
where we should start, not with cutting costs or 
improving procedures in a vacuum.”

He envisions rolling out Star Service training and 
the Center of Excellence to Navy Quality of Life 
programs at all 97 naval installations worldwide. “We 
will incorporate the concepts of Center of Excellence 
into our strategic plans for FY05 and beyond,” he 

says, “and measure our improvement efforts through 
the eyes of our customers.”

“We are here to serve the men and women who 
are being asked to risk their lives for their country. 
We need to help our employees realize that in 
supporting these heroes, they too are serving their 
country.”

this case study was prepared by achieveGlobal. the navy morale, Welfare, 
and recreation does not endorse achieveGlobal or any of its specific activties, 
products or services.
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About AchieveGlobal 
In the 21st century, the level of human skills will 
determine organization success. AchieveGlobal 
provides exceptional development in interpersonal 
business skills, giving companies the workforce they 
need for business results. Located in over 40 countries, 
we offer multi-language, learning-based solutions—
globally, regionally, and locally. 

We understand the competition you face. Your success 
depends on people who have the skills to handle the 
challenges beyond the reach of technology. We’re 
experts in developing these skills, and it’s these skills 
that turn your strategies into business success in the 
21st century. 

These are things technology can’t do. Think. Learn. 
Solve problems. Listen. Motivate. Explain. People with 
these skills have a bright future in the 21st century. 
AchieveGlobal prepares you for that world.
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